
Worldwide Standox advertising campaign gains two new images
Wuppertal-based refinish coating brand Standox is expanding its successful worldw ide
advertising campaign w ith two new images. Just like their predecessors, these new visuals
approach the topic of paint from an artistic angle. They are meant to represent images that
have appeared, by accident, from flow ing paint. The two new advertisements focus on
offerings that underline Standox’s market position as a premium paint supplier. The Hero
image stands for reliability; whoever opts for Standox not only chooses superior products
backed by a “made in Germany” quality seal, but also a strong partner. Standox assists its
customers w ith professional training, fast support and a comprehensive consulting package.

The second new image, the Walker, addresses the time, material and energy savings offered
by the One Visit Application work process method. Standox has a range of One Visit
compatible products and is the only brand to offer the market a complete One Visit repair,
from filler to clearcoat, w ithout flash-off times.

The two news images can be downloaded as Desktop wallpapers from
www.standox.com/wallpaper. All other images of the internationally award-w inning
advertising campaign can also be downloaded for free.

###

Standox, one of the global refinish coating brands from Axalta Coating Systems, is one of
Europe’s leading automotive refinish brands. From its headquarters in Wuppertal, Germany,
the brand delivers high-quality results through its innovative product systems and superior
paint technology. Standox provides premium product quality and in-depth consultancy to
continue to build enduring relationships w ith its worldw ide customers. Approvals from all
major car manufacturers reflect the brand’s position as a leading partner to the automotive
industry. Standox gives professional refinishers the assurance of perfect results every time.
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Download Images

Genius & Genius iQ

Measure colours quickly and directly on the vehicle body.

Standoblue

Technology that works for you.

Classic Colour Partner

Increase revenue and offer an exclusive service.
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